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The USD—Dominelli Connection
By Greg Bart
"I don't think Jerry stood out
anymore than any other student
in those couple of years," said
Dr. Ray Brandes, who taught him
history and anthropology as a
USD undergrad in 1966-1967.
"He's quiet, he's really quiet.
He's polite, and a nice guy, but
he's really quiet." said John
Orwin, a USD freshman who
worked as an intern in his com
pany right up till the day it died.

But to three local newspapers,
250 ex-employees, 1,500 wor
ried investors, and thousands of
curious money-watchers around
the globe, J. David "Jerry"
Dominelli and hisJ. David &. Co.
investment company mean big,
and probably very bad, news.
The firm, which promised in
vestors an astounding 40% return
on their money, shocked San
Diego's financial, political, and
social worlds when it was an-

i

nounced on February 13 that the
company was in considerable
trouble. Since then, it has been
reported that as much as $150
million, nearly all the company's
cash assets, may be lost for good.
All this, from a 1969 University
of San Diego Political Science
graduate who Dr. Brandes further
described asan "inauspicious pierson...who, although very quiet,
seemed to have a number of
friends. (Dominelli and associate
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USD's Past

A University is Founded
By Mary Markovinovic
This is fart i of a six fart series
on the history of USD. Part one is
only an introduction as far as the
actual founding of the university is
concerned. In the following farts,
life at USD in the 50's at both the
Men and Women's colleges, the
turbulent 6o's, merger in the 70's
and the future of USD in the 8o's.
Prior to 1949, the idea of a
Catholic University was a dream
ofRev. Charles Francis Buddy, Bishop
of San Diego Diocese. In 1942,
he invited Mother Rosalie Hill to
begin working with him on the
foundation of a women's college.
Definite plans began in 1946.
The San Diego College for Wo
men was finally founded on
October 20, 1949. A charter for
the school was granted two
months later by the state of Cali
fornia . The dream ofRev. Bishop

Buddy came trueand the Univer ity began to become reality with
sity of San Diego began to take the completion of each new build
shape.
ing.
The site of this intended university
The University of San Diego
was 170 acres of a brush covered College for Men did a lot of
mesa overlooking Mission Bay. It moving around in its first decade.
was centrally located and had a In 1954, they were temporarily
view of both the bay and the located across Linda Vista Road
harbor. It was named "Alcala at what is now USD high school.
Park" after the University of Later, in 1957, they were moved
Alcala de Henares near Madrid into the new lab building and
Spain. Mother Hill was impressed then, in 1959, into the new Arts
by the University and gave the &. Science building known as
mesa its name as well as its archi Serra Hall. Vice-President
tectural style. The Spanish Ren Richard M. Nixon was on hand
aissance style was given to the for the dedication ceremony.
first buildings and set a pattern to
A major seminary was complet
be followed in the future.
ed in 1957, but the church adja
The first buildings were completed cent to it was not completed for
in 1952. These were Founders almost a decade. The school for
and Camino halls, otherwise men finally moved into the semi
known as the San Diego College nary building several years later
for Women. Soon afterwards, and it became known as Desales
plans for the 5,000 student facil Hall.

Gordon Volpe) were averagestu
dents, and I would say that in a
crowd, without in anyway demean
ing them or being negative. They
were just average students and 1
don't think they stood out any
way or another." The Los Angeles
Times, in one example of the
intense scrutiny Dominelli has
undergone, printed that the de
posed financial king's grade point
average was"about 2.3, according
to a USD source." Continued
the Times, "Ironically, the source
said, Dominelli's college trans
cripts have a hold on them be
cause of a delinquent fee payment
from 1969 — probably a parking
ticket or overdue library book."
A survey of Alcala Yearbooks
from Dominelli's undergrad days
suggest that he was in fact the
quiet, unassuming fellow many
claim. However, in another irony,
the only picture record of him in
the book (outside of his class
photos) shows him standing with
other membersofanaward-winning speech and debate team. His
sophomore and senior class pic
tures reveal an intense, seriouslooking young man, but long
time associates have reportedly
described him as "complicated,
likable, amusing...(and) genuinely
generous." Dominelli recently
gave a $20,000 gift to USD, and
has been identified as, until re
cently, the primary contributor
to Newsline, a San Diego tabloid,
and numerous other charities.
Some of San Diego's most pro
minent citizens stand to lose
$50,000 (the minimum account
size) or more, and several charity
and other non-profit groups have
apparently lost a major backer.
Other, less well-off speculators
may have forfeited entire lifesavings. One national newsmaga
zine notd that "Individuals may
have invested money they can't
account for: e.g., skimmed from
business profits, obtained through
illegal operation such as drug
dealing, embezzled from employ
ers or clients, or received as kick
backs from customers, or con
cealed from an investor's husband
or wife." Even Mayor Roger
Hedgecock has suffered from the
downfall. Investigations into J.
David finances have led to ques
tions about personal loans to
Hedgecock, and about unreported
campaign contributions.
Just what happened to the com
pany, and more importantly, the
money, seems to be a complete
mystery to everyone, except
Dominelli himself. "It appeared
to me externally that the company

was in really good shape. But if
you're asking was I ever suspi
cious, I thought there seemed to
be a really high overhead," said
Orwin. (J. David & Co. was
known by many to have held sev
eral expensive undertakings, such
as its "Blue Sky Program" in
which it rented out tennis courts,
a golf course, held a steak dinner
for hundreds, and conducted a
lavish Christmas ball.)
Some speculators feel the
money, or at least a good part of
it, still exists and is caught up in
what is largely a bureaucratic
funnel. Others think that
Dominelli may have mastermind
ed a gigantic pyramid scheme,
where funds invested by new
clients were used to pay older
clients spectacular profits. How
ever, most observers feel that
either 1) J. David was everything
it said it was at the start, but later
began to suffer cash losses, forcing
Dominelli to find still more in
vestors and pump in greater
amounts of his own money; or
2)Dominelli's company under
went a "run on the bank," where
a large number of investors sud
denly decided they wanted their
money back. Dominelli's inability
to cover such large withdrawals
over a short period of time
(whether the money was on hand
or not) thus sparked an investor
panic, which devastated the invest
ment company's fragile financial
picture. Orwin blamed the press
for condemning the company
while all the facts are still out.
"They had him nailed as a thief
and everything else, and that the
company was going under when
it wasn't. It was actually a cause
and effect. (The) press put us
out. (The) press frightened the
first flow of investors to get their
money out. And then when one
person started to sue, (the) press
had everyone beating the doors
down. It (the money) could still
be there?"
Whatever the case, Dominel
li's once bright career as a financeer would appear to be des
troyed. "Jerry has changed quite
a bit. If you see his picture, he has
aged somewhat, have to be hon
est and say that (he was an) aver
age student and (he) didn't stand
out any way or another. (Domi
nelli was) not disruptive..." sums
up Dr. Brandes. Just how disrup
tive J. David &. Co. will ulti
mately be for the lives of hund
reds of San Diegans is something
no-one is likely to know for some
time.
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Brovelli's
Status

Dear Editor:
Now that the 1983-84 basket
ball season has come to an end,
we must focus our attention to a
not so pleasant reality. Coach Jim
Brovelli's possible departure. In
the recent years, the University
of San Francisco has been rather
vocal in their desire for Coach
Brovelli's services. After all, he
did star for them as a player and
has shown his superior coaching
abilities here at USD. Now the
Toreros have made their first
appearance in the NCAA's post
season party, which is all the
more reason for the Dons of USF
to come knocking at Brovelli's
door.
Now Coach, I can easily see the
temptation of coaching at your Alma
Mater, what coach wouldn't love
such an opportunity but consider
this, USD NEEDS YOU!! Now
I'm not giving all the credit to
Coach Brovelli, the players are
well deserving but 1 believe if a
new coach steps in next year, we
might not see the rapport between
players and coach that we saw
this year.
I hope there are other USD
fans out there that share my
feelings about Coach Brovelli. If
so, let yourselves be heard. I sure
want to see Jim Brovelli on the
Torero sidelines next year. Don't
you? Hope to see you next year
coach.
Ricardo Sanchez
Class of '83

Cheerleaders
Praised
Dear Editor:
In the past several weeks, issues
revolving around the cheerleaders
have come up in Senate and in
the Vista. While I agree some
additional effort could be made
on the cheerleaders' part to do
fund-raisers, I think people have
been unduly harsh on them.
Although the focus of concern
has been on the financial aspects
of their traveling to games, etc., I
think several things have been
overlooked. The cheerleaders are
an integral part of the ASB and
USD; they have by-laws just like
the ICC or Program Board.
Second, they are not paid for the
service they offer the school.
Third, not too many people realize
the time and effort put in, not
just for the games over two sem
esters (because they do the foot
ball and basketball seasons), but
also during their many hours of
practice. This year's squad has

Opinion
Letters to the Editor

heightened the reputation and
quality of performance of the
USD cheerleaders. They are en
thusiastic and spirited, and lead
much support to our/your/their
teams!
Being referred to as "pom pom
girls" and "eight screaming
meemies" just deflates their en
thusiasm. Referring to their travel
ing to away games as a "vacation"
is unfair. Why not show them
some appreciation and sup
port like they've shown you and
the USD teams this whole year.
I, for one, would like to say
thank you tojodi, Carol, Linda,
Denise, Mary, Nancy, Sandy,
Shawn, and Sharon for all they
do.
Sincerely,

Dear Mr. S/UJUTI Delaney,
Shaun, I agree u ith you that this
Reverend character is scum. 1 need
your help. 1 do not know this charac
ter very well, hut he keeps coming
into my room and scaring me with
small dead rodents and various devil
worshipping idols. I am not the
reverend Shaun. I am trying to kill
him, and now I have a gun. 1 sit in
my room waiting for him, hut I pass
out and then he enters my room.
Please Shaun you are an R.A. you
are supposed to assist the residents.
Oh God the room is spinning. He is
c o m i n g
b a c k
heeelp!
Hi Shaun this is the
Reverend, you hair bag I have sharp
objects, and yes I do worship the
great guru Hunter S. Thompson.
Love,

Barbara A. Schmitz
Cheerleader Advisor

Jester
of Garbage
Dear William -Dyer,
Pardon me for not addressing
your pseudonym, Reverend
Straits, but I have a problem with
criticizing a facade. On two occa
sions I have had an opportunity
to read your articles of nonsensi
cal rhetoric, and I am indeed
offended (and embarrassed for
you, Bill). Your style or allusion
to a style, is very "Hunter S.
Thompsian". In fact I might even
suggest (only indirectly) plageristic. Shame on me though, for I
would noe like to offend one of
my childhood heroes with your
innocuous desire to be his ap
prentice. Hunter S. Thompson is
currently pimping Pop culture by
resurrecting his best selling dino
saur, Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas and disguising its theme in
a new work, Curse of Lone. This
new book covers the Hawaiian
Marathon with the irrational
(passe)fervor and vengeance, that
made the quasi perennial novelist
and unreliable Rolling Stone re
porter, famous. Thompson has
cashed in on the masses of unin
telligent followers who praise this
silly, adulterated crap. Bill, I ask
you, "how are you going to cash
in your face?" Since you are such
a poor imitator of crap— a jester
of garbage. My suggestion would
be to plead MTV; it works for
most media-jinxed ten year olds.
Or perhaps the Vista will open an
Obituary column and you can
write your own obituary. Because
frankly dear Reverend — you're
dead!
Sincerely,
Shawn A. Delaney

XOOXXO Reverend Dyer Straits

Ozzy
Fan
Dear Editor:
Rosemary Dettling should be
digging graves instead of review
ing albums in the Vista. Why
not? She's ready to bury Ozzy
Osbourne. I find it hard to beli
eve that she even listened to
Ozzy's "Bark At The Moon"
album. Instead of giving imparti
al, informative information abo
ut the music on the album, all she
does is give her own personal
opinion of Ozzy's public image.
May I make a suggestion? Get
somebody who knows music to
do album reviews not somebody
who just wants to say nasty th
ings about a person she doesn't
like.
Rosemary Dettling also accus
es Ozzy of worshipping the devil.
I will respond to that by quoating
Ozzy from his latest album: "I'm
just a rock and roll rebel. I'll tell
you no lies. They say I worship
the devil. Why don't they open
their eyes?"
Long live rock,
Jim Noriega

AtiSliln
Dear Editor:
Everyone was shocked and out
raged when it was discovered
Arian Collins' name had been
spelled Arain Collins on page 8
of last week's Vista. How could
you when Arian is considered a
steamrolling, rock &. rolling, mod
ern day savior? It's a world-wide
movement!
The very least you could do is
beg and grovel for his forgiveness
Naira Snilloc
Chairperson, Arian Collins Inter
national Fan Club

A USD
First
Dear Editor:
I would like to bring to the
attention of the Student Body of
the University of San Diego, the
existence of a independent sup
port group for Gay and Lesbian
students of the University of San
Diego.
The group believes that homo
sexuality is a human condition
and not an illness to be anathema
tized from society. And the group
holds that all people regardless of
sexual orientation have a right to
human dignity.
Information concerning thesup
port group may be obtained by
writing to G.L.U.S.D. at Box
83065, San Diego, CA 92138.
Confidentiality is assured.
It is time to feel good about
yourself.
Sincerely,

game on March 8th was most
likely the difference between win
ning and losing. It is really inspir
ing to know that the whole school
is behind us and takes an interest
in the team. Please continue to
support us next year as we pledge
to improve ourselves for the
1984-85 campaign.
Our winning ways could not
have been reached without you.
Thanks again,
Chris Carr, Eric Musselman,
Randy Brickley, John Prunty, Bill
Penfold, Mark Bostic, A1 Mosgatel, Mike Whitmarsh, Anthony
Reuss, Nils Madden, Dave
Mclver, Mario Coronado, Joe
Fish, Scott Thompson, Steve
Krallman.
P.S. To all professors of return
ing players: please do not flunk
us so that we will be eligible to
play next year.

Unsportly
Conduct

Name withheld upon request

Dear Editor:
It is unfortunate that our recent
IM volleyball tournament win
has been tainted by claims of
unfairness. Though there are
some fine players here, the sport
of volleyball seems sorely neglect
Dear USD Students and Fans:
ed at U.S.D. The unsportsman
We would like to tell everyone like attitudes expressed by Mr.
how much we appreciated your Carlson and his team can only
support during the 1983-84 dissuade would-be participants.
Men's Basketball season. Your Given their groundless nature,
spirited support was unbeliev his complaints seem like mere
able. That "sixth man" supplied belly-aching. Instead of rule
by the crowd in the St. Mary's
Continued on page 13

Thank
You
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All articles printed in the Vista represent the opinions of
the individual authors and not necessarily those of the Vista
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Campus Notes
Campus Ministry Retreat Sign-Ups. March 30-April 1; plenty of space
still available! Sign up in the Campus Ministry Office — bottom of
Serra Hall.
Accounting Society Meeting; Speaker George Gigliotti of General
Dynamics, 11:30, SB 120 on Thursday.
MBAC DAY!! Jump into the beat of this "Cardiac Camaraderie" and
get your blood pumping! 3pm; Mission Bay Aquatic Center on
Friday.
People to People Meeting, 12:15 Serra 213 on Thursday.
ASB Film Forum, presents "Flashdance", 7pm CT on Friday.
RAB Dance — following movie, 9pm-lam Friday.
Youth for Youth Walk-1OK Walk for others. Starts at 8 am, pick up
sponsor sheets and info. Sponsored by ASB Community Services on
Saturday.
ASB John Paul Getty Museum Trip. 8-8pm; sponsored by ASB
Cultural Arts on Saturday.
5th Annual "Night in Atlantic City" Casino Night, featuring games,
refreshments, food, dancing to live band, door prizes. On Saturday
from 9-1 Camino Patio. $2.00 admission with USD l.D. Semi-formal
attire; sponsored by ASB/Phi Kappa Theta in conjunction with
ADP/ZTA.
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Students Voice
Opinions on Library
By Michelle Millard
What do you think of the
Copley library? That is the ques
tion I've been asking students, in
hopes of gaining a perspective on
their opinion of the building as a
good study environment. Several
of the students that I questioned
felt that there were difficulties
with the lighting. Junior Eileen
Fox joked, "If 1 wanna go to the
library, I'd have tobring my flash
light cause its so damn dark in
there." Others felt that the light
ing was just as poor in the old
facility.
Many students I spoke with
had something to say in regards
to the stringent quiet policy that
has gone into effect along with
the new library. One manItalked
to said that it was "great to go to
the library if you wanted to study

alone, but who wants to study
alone?"
Most agreed that there was a
noticeable absence of socializing
since the rules about no talking
had gone intoeffect. One student
even confessed that he used togo
into the library to just talk to his
friends, and now that the room
was sectioned off, he couldn't
even find them!
On the other hand, there was a
majority who felt that the design
of the new structure, with its var
ious sections, provided a less dis
tracting climate. One female told
me that it was a lot easier for her
to study now that she couldn't
continually look up to see who
was walking in. However, for
those who find working upstairs
too exciting, there's always the
stacks.
On the whole, those I spoke

with enjoyed the modernized at
mosphere and the choice between
sitting in cubicals at the large
desks. They also felt that there
was still a good staff available to
help those searching for material.
Senior Arcelia Morales said,
"Too bad the new library came in
my senior year". She is also frus
trated about the fact that there
are still books, such as those on
art &. music, remaining in the old
library, and that students won't
have access to these until some
time in April.
Believe it or not, I found that
there are still those who haven't
used the brand new facilities. I
asked one man what he thought
of the library and he retorted,
"Library!Ican't even get past the
front desk with out being thrown
out." 1 guess the librarians are
having some success.

Mission Club Ventures

Impress Your Date
Drive to the Spring Ball in
CLASS
"LIMOUSINE'S"
the most elegant way to travel
Reserve yours now

CALL

Taking It Home
by Emily Schell
For a change of pace, the Mis
sion Club is reaching out to the
elderly of the community in this
Saturday's mission escapade. The
club has spent many playful hours
south of the border with the
orphans at Casa de Cuna in Ti
juana during past ventures. This
trip remains within the States as
the group heads for the Nazareth
House retirement home.

BAYSIDE TOURING
298-7031

SILVER SPIGOT
2221 MORENA BLVD.
(next to City Chev.)

Club members and all students
interested in attending will meet
at the Mission Crossroads at 9:15
a.m. this Saturday. In carloads,
the students will cross town to
the home. The purpose of the
visit is to spend time talking and
sharing with the elderly residents
at the home. Hopefully, "caring
friendships will be built on this
trip with the students and home
residents maintaining contact

MAZATLAN
Vacation of a lifetime!
During Easter Break/April 14-21
Flyers on bookstore bulletin board
or call Erin Wilkinson
225-1156 for information.
Best
Tan Contest

C°n>e¥r

•=u

gamaKaz'
races

Free
Coc ktaii
arties

after the visit," commented club
member Doris Campos. The stu
dents are planning to take baked
goods/gifts to the home as a
symbol of charity and goodwill.
Their mere presence should be
evidence in itself.
The club is also gearing up for
their annual Easter Basket drive.
If a knock at your door turns out
to be a Mission Club member
with tidings of Easter cheer, it
will include a request of interest
in contributing an Easter Basket
to the club's drive which will
supply four homes with baskets
for the children. Two of the
homes are located in Tijuana.
The Nazareth Home for Children
and Hillcrest Receiving Home
are two local homes that will be
served. If questions or concerns
are present in your mind, contact
Annette Kitagawa through the
ASB office for answers.

CONSIDERING A LAW CAREER?

-=u

says,

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

THANK YOU

A representative from Southwestern University School of Law
will be on campus

a

Los Angeles, California

To everyone who made last
Thursday so much FUN—
DON'T MISS THIS THURSDAY
Rum & Coke
Shooters
V2 Liters of Margueritas
Pitcher of Beer

500
75C

$1.00
$1.50

plus other specials, raffles and
plenty of good times!

Monday, March 26
Southwestern, the largest fully-accredited
law school in California, is a modern, urban
institution located in the Wilshire Center
area of Los Angeles In the midst of major
law firms and corporate headquarters, the
University is only a few miles from state
and federal court buildings governmental
law offices and regulatory agencies.

• a tour year part-time day division,
PLEAS (Part-time Legal Education
Alternative at Southwestern)
• a unique two-calendar year alterna
tive curricular program, SCALE
(Southwestern^ Conceptual Ap
proach to Legal Education)

Students may apply to one of four courses
of study leading to theJuris Doctor degree:
• a three year full-time day division
• a four year part-time evening division

It you are interested in learning more about
the legal profession,the law school experi
ence and the application process, please
arrange to meet with our representativeby
contacting

Career Counselina
291-6480
Southwestern University School of Law has served the public since 191i as a nonprofit.nonsectanan educational
institution Southwestern University does not discriminate on the basis of race color sex religion. national or ethnic
origin or handicap m connection with admission to the school.or in the administration of any of its educational
employment ,financial aid scholarship, or student activity programs
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Generic Therapy
Grunion Incident
By Michael Berman

By Michael Berman
Recently strange plants started appearing all over cam
pus. These plants proved to be a species not normally
found at USD.
The students who started noticing the plants were
baffled. One student saw a dog which ate the plant begin
acting strangely. The strange behavior, which included
running in and out of campus buildings and eating
cafeteria food was linked to the consumption of the exotic
plants now found sprouting up all over campus. The
Vista questioned Juan Marijuandez, a local gardner at
USD. Juan said: "The plants are important the the lands
caping on campus and to the working moral of the gar
deners." He also said that the plants seemed to be crop
ping up everywhere.
In an effort to fully understand our new residents, a
Biology teacher (who chose not to be slandered here)
offered to further analyze the plants in his free time and
in the privacy of his own home. Unfortunately, the pro
fessor became so involved with the experiment that he
hasn't been seen or heard of since. He was last seen driv
ing a truck down Freeway 5 full of the specimens.
Another biologist did some research and found the plants
to be none other than Cannibis Sativa.
In an effort to reach a decision on the new foliage, a
meeting was held by campus officials and parents (see
above picture). As the picture shows, cocktails were
served and a special viewing was held. The atmosphere
was mellow. Committee members saw the plants as harm
less and some even found them "cute."
So the plant's look like they're here for good. A plant
appreciation group called "NORML" has sent a letter of
congratulations to USD. In a final comment, the adminis
tration hopes students enjoy the plants an find them an
asset to academic life here at USD.

The grunion are running, the
grunion are running, sounded
like Paul Revere's famous proc
lamation. Unless you are a native
Californian you wouldn't know
what grunion are. Every year
these frolicking fish wash ashore
in the dead of night and mate
under a full moon on San Diego's
beautiful beaches. The one diffi
cult thing about them is their
punctuality.
Having heard that the grunion
were going to appear Sunday
night all preparations for the hunt
were underway. Since the fish are
thrown helpless onto the beach
they are easy prey. Everything
seemed in order. I got my pail,
flashlight and beverage, and was
ready to go. Since this seemed
like a rare and exciting event I
called a few friends and invited
them to join me: It was twelve

o'clock. While I waited for them
to arrive 1 reminisced about the
last year's hunt. Least year proved
very fruitful. I was running around
the beach at night frantically grab
bing fish by the handful and toss
ing them into my pail. When I
got home I wasn't real sure how
to cook them, so I went about it
the only way I knew; gut, fillet
and pan fry the little suckers.
When 5 in the morning rolled
around I had cooked a good
dozen of them. If 1 wasn't so tired
and repulsed by their miniscule
carcasses I might have enjoyed
the tasty morsels.
Well that was last year. This
year I was determined to do it
right. I had read in a cookbook
about an easy way to prepare
them and was hungrily awaiting
the chance to try it.
When my friends arrived I was
ready. We drove to the beach, we

took off our shoes, rolled up our
pants and walked into the water.
The excitement was mounting.
We turned on our flashlights and
saw nothing. The empty beach
stopped our excitement like a
bug hitting a very fast car. We
were crushed. We searched up
and down the beach but still
nothing. Giving up hope, we turn
ed and walked back to the car.
One of us suggested we get some
Mrs. Paul's fish sticks, throw
them on the beach and pretend
they were grunion. We were too
depressed to laugh. After we got
home we read some history on
the grunion (always a popular
piece in our household) and found
that it is hard to predict their
coming. So this year they'll be a
few more grunion who have es
caped the mad frenzy of grunion
hunters, but watch out next year,
we won't be as easily tricked.

IF YOU'RE INTO PIZZA, BEER AND BIG MACS
YOU'RE PROBABLY OUT OF SHAPE
If this is your lifestyle, you're more
than likely carrying around the
•FRESHMAN 10"
10 extra pounds of fat I
... and no body wants that.
So you're Beginning to look like a ham
burger! Now is the time to start your phys
ical fitness program at Jack LaLanne's And
we've made it real easy on your budget.

SPECIAL STUDENT
DISCOUNT

So join today.
$99. for one full year.
That's 66% off the regular
pricel Must be 18 or older.

99.

Just
for one full year membership
Regular exercise and good diet helps you lose weight
and feel good Nautilus in many locations. Aerobics to
music, free weights, swimming pools, steam, whirlpools
and saunas, dressing rooms with private lockers, and
cosmetic makeup consultation are just some of the
amenities available to you at Jack LaLanne's.

Tbavd
YOUR COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE
AND AIRLINE TICKET OFFICE
INSTANTLY CONRRMED COMPUTERIZED
AIR. CAR AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
BOARDING PASSES
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARES* FROM SAN DIEGO TO:
LAX/LONDON charter May/June
2 month EurRail Youthpass
Youth Hostel pass

$619.99 RT
370.00
20.00

'restrictions apply

SPECIALISTS IN MEXICO AND HAWAII

295-0202

No Service Charge

OUR ANAHEIM, CLAIREMONT. AND WEST COVINA HEALTH
AND RACQUET CLUBS NOW FEATURE RACQUETBALLI

(At slight additional charge |

Chula Vista—426-4922
239 3rd Avenue

East San Diego—583-7622
5385 El Cajon Blvd.

Clairemont—276-6070
3040 Clairemont Drive

North Park—298-9925
2200 University

B Cajon—579-812?
733 Broadway

Cther prices prevail at
American Health and Fitness Spas.

Jack LaLanne's European Health Spas.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

FILL OUT THIS COUPON TODAY.

Make checks payable to Jack lalanne s
Enclosed find check/money order for.

TAKE IT TO THE SPA OF YOUR CHOICE.

$99. for one full year.

5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD
next to Prosldlo
Free Parking
USD I.O. number tor check acceptsncs
Next to Presidio Liquor

Address

Home Phone

City

State

Zip

For spouse information, contact the spa nearest you. For further information
call 213/86I-0708. In San Diego call 6I9/276-9233.
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Generic Therapy

Postnasal Drip
By B. Verre
Is someone sitting on my
chest? When did I swallow bro
ken glass? Slowly I awaken to
realize that 1 have a cold. Sh-t.
That's what I get for skiing naked
I guess.
My rib cage refuses to expand
to let in any air. Breathing be
comes an event in and of itself.
What little air gets in, bubbles
through my swamp-lungs mak
ing me sound like a Dodge with
its tailpipe underwater.
The phone rings and I jump
out of bed. Bad move. Inter
changing waves of nausea and
dizziness roll through my body
and 1question whether or not the
caller will wait as I pay homage to
the American Standard. I decide
that I'll answer the phone . . .
"Hello?" (This better be good).
"Are you still in bed?!"
"Just got up, Mom."(This isn't
going to be good.)
"What's the matter with you?"
"I've got a cold." (Let's try to
be perceptive, Mom).
"Well, that's because you run
around all the time, you don't
take care of yourself, you don't
eat right, you should come home,
I'll take care of you, you don't
wear your sweater, shall I come
down there?"
"Uh, no, no thanks. I'll be fine
really .. . Hey, uhm. Mom? Can I
call you back later? I'm really not
up to this."
"Up to what?! Aren't u'e in a
surly mood today? My, my. If I get
a cold I still must function as a
human being, I still must cook
for the family, clean the house,
etcetera. No one does my job if

I'm sick, but if you're sick you
can't even talk on the phone to
your mother ..."
I left the phone hanging there
after deciding that I couldn't fit
my hand through the receiver
and throttle the woman.
"Jesus, you look like a wet
diaper!" My roommate, a source
of inspiration and comfort, saun
tered into my room. "You
hung over?"
"No, nimrod, I'm sick."
"Oh, hey, like that's too bad.
Do you want something? I'll get it
for you and put it by your door."
She was backing up holding a
towel over her mouth.
"No, that's okay." (She'll miss
me when I'm gone).
*

*

*

*

*

Leaning over a bowl of steam
ing water I realized that today was
my presentation of my business
project. Cripes, I had to look
presentable, be interesting and
snow the teacher so that he
would give me a passing grade.
Whatever happened to sleeping
your way to an "A"? After de
ciding that I indeed had to go to
class 1 popped two Sudafeds, a
Contac, and washed it all down
with some Nyquil. 1 felt pretty
damn good.
So a few hours later, I found
myself in front of 37 zombies
showing them my crayon charts.
Having to blow my nose every
3.8 minutes proved to be a bless
ing. It extended my presentation
to nearly the required length. But
it did get me sort of paranoid
standing up there. You know
when you blow your nose and it
feels like it's dry but you're just
not sure whether or not the

Stanley H. Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!
z

PREPARATION FOR:

GMAT • LSAT • GRE
2^Sta/nl2gy-H
7 KAPLAN
r®

r-ru 1/^ATirvKJ Al
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

San Diego Center
2180 Garnet
Pacific Beach. CA 92109
(619) 270-6810

Question of the Week
Question by Carol Damon
Photographs by Andy Wasa

Kleenex caught up all that germinfested mucous matter? You
know what I'm saying to you?
I guess my tissues did the job,
however, because no one seemed
to have to turn away from look
ing at me.
Of course that might have
been because I forgot to button
my blouse. But 1 had loosened up
and I think my presentation went
a whole lot better than it could
have. 1 even started it with a
joke. It went like this: There
was this guy, and he only had a
quarter, but he really wanted
a woman. So he went to this
whorehouse and ...
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Huda Siksek
Senior
Political Science

"Ballet"

*

When I got home afterwards, I
went to change. Comfort was the
main thing on my mind so 1 put
on my gray sweatshirt with the
faded NYU imprint, green sweat
pants and fuzzy blue slippers.
Such a goddess has never been.
"You know gray isn't your
color. You kinda merge with
it." My illustrious roommate
was home. "Oh, and by the way,
your sweetie's walking up the
driveway."
Sure enough, in he walked.
Our relationship was still at the
precariously early stage where
something could send this boy
a-flying. Suicide was becoming a
distinct possibility for me at
that point.
"Hey there. I heard you
weren't feeling too well. I wanted
to see if there was anything I
could do. Here, maybe these will
make you feel better." And there
stood before me, a perfect speci
men of health, all smiles and
white teeth, and holding out for
me a bunch of flowers.
*

How do you keep in shape?

Bill Neugebauer/
Greg Armstrong
Freshmen
Political Science

"Twelve ounce curls"

Arian Collins
Sophomore
Dishwasher

"Well, I eat right, take plenty
of vitamins, and I exercise my
fertile loins seven to eight times
an hour."

*

1 guess I must have picked my
jaw off the floor. I don't really
remember. I'm also not sure
when the violins stopped play
ing, but I do know who's going to
get a cold next.

Virtues
of Life

By Arian Collins
Blah blah blah blah blah
(cough, cough). Blah blah blah
(sniff, sniff) blah blah. Blab blah
(hee, hee) blah blah. Blah blah
blah blah blah blah blah (cliche,
cliche). (Ahem) blah blab (sniff,
sniff, cough) blab blah. (Sigh).
Blah blah blah (snort, cough,
cliche) blah blah (#27) blab
blah blah (zap, cough [blah])!
Hoozabaza blah blah blab (ahem,
cough, sigh, kazooie) blah blah
blah da doo da blab. Blab, blah
blah (cliche, cliche) blah blah
blab walla walla blah.
(Sniff) blah blab blah blab
blap blip bleep Reverend Dyer
eats earth worms blah bip blah
blah blah blab (cough, zip,
bingo).

Molly Thommen/'Carol Shea
Sophomores
Submarine Racing

"Just keep viking around"

Nikki/Chucka
Seniors
Vetcrimiry Medicine
"Running awav from the doe
catcher"
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ASB News
Casino Night

Place Your Bet?

Pictured above is the Moving Targets, a top band currently performing at local San Diego
nightclubs. Moving Targets will be featured at USD's fifth annual "Night in Atlantic City"
this Saturday evening on Camino Patio, 9:00 p.m.

Pull out that old tuxedo and
bow-tie, those black pumps and
felt hat, and dress in your black
and white best for the fifth annual
"Night in Atlantic City" is just
around the corner! The A.S.B.
and Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
is sponsoring the event in con
junction with the sororities of
Alpha Delta Pi and Zeta Tau
Alpha this Saturday evening,
March 24 (day after tomorrow).
There will be quite a variety of
game tables on which to play,
including blackjack, craps, double
roulette, chuck-a-luck, and bac
carat. The casino-like atmosphere
shall be enhanced by the challenge
of winning chips (representing
points) at the tables, which can
be exchanged for beverages or
raffle tickets. Camino Dining Hall

will be transformed into a casino
in Atlantic City, and the attire is
semi-formal. Tables will be open
from 9:00 p.m. to Midnight, and
there will be dancing to San
Diego's hottest band, The Moving
Targets, on Camino Patio from
10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Over 25
prizes valued at over $600 will be
awarded at the end of the evening
in a raffle to those participating,
and great food and beverages will
be available!
The exciting event is open to
any member of the USD under
graduate community, and a dona
tion of $2.00 will be requested in
exchange for 50 points in chips.
There will be only 700 guests
allowed inside the hall at any one
time, so be there early to enjoy all
the fun! Good luck to you all!

The Truth About The ASB
the president will be to find a
desk big enough to hide under
and to tell Steve Callaway tostop
correcting you in public. Many
long nights and weekends will be
spent submerged in the ASB
offices.
Vice-President. As Vice-Presi
dent, it is his or her duty to be the
chair of the Program Board. Pro
gram Board can be fun with a few
exceptions. They are: dealing with
Mike Davis' movie nights, con
stant meetings with Skip Walsh,
pregnancy, controlling drunken
ness while passing as many alco
holic events as possible, heated
debates with Gaye Soroka and
Student Affairs, keeping all pro
grammers in line, salvaging rotten
planning of Greeks, and trying to
keep all the clubs happy.
Secretary of Finance. The biggest

By Sheri Hirsch
and Mary Markovinovic
Last week's Vista printed the
official job descriptions of the
ASB executive positions. This
week the Unofficial but true job
descriptions are printed here. For
all those willing to test their
strength and endurance by joining
the ASB here is what you will
have to put up with.
The President. The president
shall: go nuts, see a psychiatrist
weekly, and watch his G.P.A. fall
into the negative numbers. It is
very difficult trying to please all
the campus leaders simultane
ously while spending 40 hours a
week locked in an office with
Mama G. There is also trying to
conceal damaged walls in the
ASB and making new doorways
between offices. The first job of

Dr. John McDonald
Optometrist
283-5858

Extended Wear
Lenses

Daily Wear
Lenses

($100 with professional fees)
Ciba only

OPEN SATURDAYS
283-5858

KEN THEATRE

—f+

- *H

ADAMS

4118 ADAMS «3

STADIUM

Dr. McDonald
Optometrist
4100 Adams Ave.
Suite 3

meetings, being harrassed by the
60 or so clubs on campus and
playing moderator during their
debates. There is deciding who
gets to sell cookies on a given day
and learning Robert's rules of
order by heart. Don't forget the
long talks with Student Affairs.
Secretary of Justice. The Secre
tary of Justice's main job is to
oversee traffic court and to make

sure that all legislature passed the
Senate is legal according to the
ASB constitution. Also included
in the position is dealing with
irate students pissed off at secur
ity and with the Press Secretary,
who constantly interrupts weekly
meetings, and with daily argu
ments with the Secretary of Stu
dent Organizations.

GO AWAY
WITH

STUDENT
TRAVEL
NETWORK
Airfares • Int'l Student I.D.'s • Tours
LA to LONDON $320/One Way—BUY NOW FOR SUMMER
1551 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH • SUITE 202
692-9213

TOMORROW
Friday March 23

$99 Pair $49 Pair
($200 with professional fees)
B & L only

part of this job is: trying to find
the missing$1.58, broken adding
machines, and trying to be god.
Adding up the ASB ledgers by
hand when the adding machine
breaks down and being the only
person in the office who can get
the thermo-fax machine to work
is the fun part. There is always
the major deficit spending of the
programmers, the disappearing
purchase orders, and numerous
trips to the accounting office. For
relaxation you can constantly
correct the President and VicePresident on protocol or delegate
work to additional people and
play golf on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday afternoons.
Secretary of Student Organiza
tions. Secretary of Student Or
ganizations is another great ASB
position. Some of the things you
have to deal with are: living with
Mike Davis, listening to a whis
pering secretary during your

E

Ye

STRj
mjt

M.B.A.C. 3-6p.m.
at the Mission Bay Aquatic Center
NO BOTTLES PLEASE!
BBQ Volleyball Sailing Hobie-Cats
Canoeing Kayaking Water Skiing
in
Windsurfing
partying

Association

9ix/skoal Bandits
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Entertainment
Donald Duck Turns 50
DONALD'S APPEARANCE has changed through the years, as can be seen in this progression
of Donald as he was drawn from 1934 to present day.
«mcmlxxxiv vwi> Di.nc> Production.
By Michael Cisneros
It is a rare honor for an enter
tainer to reach his 50th anni
versary in the business and be
received with the warmth and
love of four generations of fans.
It's even rarer for that entertainer
when he is a duck.
Donald Duck, one of Walt
Disney's most famous charac
ters, is celebrating his 50th
birthday in 1984. And he's not
celebrating alone. In his 50 years,
Donald has become one of the
screen's most popular stars,
appearing in 76 countries; a print
personality, appearing in daily
comic strips in 100 foreign
newspapers, in comic books pub
lished in 47 nations; and a televi
sion star, appearing on TV in 29
countries.
Donald was actually born on
June 9, 1934, with the release
of Walt Disney's "The Wise
Little Hen," where Donald Duck
made his public debut. In reality,
Donald was a member of the
Disney family for six months
before that
Hearing that Walt Disney was
looking for entertainers who
could do animal sounds, > small
modest milkman, Clarence Nash,
performed his imitation of a
baby goat reciting "Mary Had
a Little Lamb" at the Disney
studio. Walt Disney immediately
declared, "that's our talking
duck," and Donald was born.
And for the past 50 years,
Nash, who just turned 79 himself
this past December 7 th, has been
the exclusive voice of the world's
most famous duck.
It is somewhat ironic that the

reaction Nash's wife had at the
beginning was the exact opposite
of the way things have gone
for Donald. Nash was hired on
December 2, 1933. When he
told his wife that Walt Disney
had hired him to be the voice of a
newly-created duck character,
she replied "That's great, but it
probably won't last." She
couldn't have been further from
the truth.
Success was instant and Nash's
associates knew why. According
to Frank Thomas, a long time
Disney anirhator, Donald's
success was assured from the
moment Clarence opened his
mouth. Thomas explained that
to create and draw the best and
most vivid cartoon character,
animators need a voice that sug
gests attitudes and expressions.
"We had many fine actors
do voices, but I couldn't visualize
anything. Clarence, with his
crazy quack . . . you really
believed it."
In his 50 years, Donald's
career has spanned 150 cartoons
and numerous feature length
films. After his appearance in
"The Wise Little Hen," Donald
turned up in "Orphan's Benefit"
(1934) with his longtime buddy
Mickey Mouse. 1934 also saw
him appear in the "Dognapper."
In all, Donald Duck appeared in
no less than eleven cartoons with
Mickey. He appeared in one on
his own in 1937.
His characteristic and unpre
cedented rages and utter incom
petence had all his audiences
roaring with laughter. By '37

ONE HOUR SERVICE

most cases

INCLUDES:
Contact lenses,
examination, patient
training, follow up,
chemical care Kit
and fitting
EXTENDED WEAR
LENSES ONLY $265.00

>V/'I
Dr. Robert Heller

Dr. Edward Piatt

Fashion Valley Center
260 Fashion Valley R<1
5uite 550
San Diego. CA 92103

La Jolla tillage Square
8657 Vi la La Jolla Dr
Suite 156
San Diego, CA 92057

Piaza Cammo Real
2525 Fl Cammo Real
Suite 165
Carlsbad. CA 92008

295-0537

452-7374

434-3308

Donald had become a bonafide
star. The next year saw some ad
ditions to the duck's life.
In '37 Donald began chasing a
pretty creature called Donna.
She later evolved into Daisy
Duck, and he has been after her
ever since. In '38 the world was
introduced to Donald's prankish
newphews, Huey, Dewey, and
Louie. They succeeded in pro
viding Donald with even more
trouble and the fans loved it.
From the years 1936 to 1961,
Donald Duck had made 128 car
toons in which he was the star,
another 41 in which he was the
co-star. Today, Donald has the
distinction of being one of the
world's most popular characters,
having appeared in more car
toons than even Mickey Mouse.
For Donald (and Clarence
Nash), the most difficult chal
lenge presented itself when
Donald Duck cartoons were re
leased abroad and had to be
dubbed into foreign languages.
"Words were written out for me
phonetically," explained Clar
ence, "I learned to quack in
French, Spanish, Portugese,
Japanese, Chinese, and German."
Most recently, Donald ap
peared in 1983's featurette,
"Mickey's Christmas Carol."
Plans are also being ma<je for an
upcoming movie based on the
life of Christopher Columbus.
Donald has been a big part of
American life in the past 50
years. Along with most of
Hollywood, Donald served in
the military during World
War II. His Army experiences
are documented in various war
time shorts.
He has also received an Oscar.
In 1943, Disney's "Der Fuehrer's
Face" was the most famous
Donald Duck war film produced
in the United States and won the
Academy Award for best short
subject of the year.
Besides features and cartoon
shorts, Donald's career includes
a number of "awareness" featurettes including "How to Have
an Accident in the Home" and
"How to Have an Accident at
Work." In 1959 he appeared in
"Donald in Mathemagic Land,"
later followed by "Donald and
the Wheel" and "Donald's Fire
Survival Plan."

Mift
HAPPY 50TH ... Nineteen-eighty-four marks a landmark
occasion in the life of Walt Disney's most famous characters as
Donald Duck celebrates his 50th birthday. • Wfcli Disney Prtxlucfion*
Donald's continued popular
ity can be seen by the amount of
fan mail he receives from all over
the world. He is in demand as
much as ever and still greets mil
lions of visitors at Disneyland,

Disneyworld, and Tokyo Disney
land annually. Also, the Disney
Channel pay TV service has
opened up another outlet for
Donald to reach still another
generation of fans.

Album Review

The Earth Is Flat
By Solon Papastefan
"Friends have often asked
me why
I'm sensitive about my height
I just turn around and say
Well, I used to be immune
All my life I have waited
To be given any word
And it was screaming to
be heard
please remember . . .
The Earth can be any shape you
want it
Any shape at all
Dark and cold or bright
and warm
Long or thin or small
But it's home arid all 1 ever had
And maybe why for me the
Earth is flat"
—Thomas Dolby: The Flat Earth
Your typical rock/new wave
lyrics? No, somehow I don't
think so. Merely consider what
you have just read. Thomas Dol
by's world is flat. Is that so
strange? For some, the earth is
round. These people are fond of
traveling, open-minded, they sel
dom fall off the edge.
Realistically, most of us are

buried in personal eccentricities,
prejudices that shape the world
in which we live. Yes, we are all
crazy planets orbiting around
each other in an infinite uni
verse of strangers, acquaintances,
lovers, friends.
We, as planets, sometimes col
lide, orbit off track, or forever
circle endlessly. Each world has
its own temperature: I've met
spicy hot Venuses (not on this
campus) and have been chilled
by frigid Plutos. And then there
are those burning stars. Comets
burn out and fall to a welcoming
flat earth of frightened children.
I think they call themselves
conservative:
"Then when they spill the
demon seed
Turn and face into the wind
All along you still believed
You believed you were immune
And if love is all you're missing
Look into your heart
Is anybody home?
please remember .. .
That flat old Earth is in your
gentle hands."
Wish upon a falling star . . .
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Entertainment

Film Review

La Balance: A Violent Commentary

by Paul Gordon
La Balance is a film about Paris
in the future when territorial
brigades monitor the population
to prevent violence and crime.
The story centers on four vigi
lantes who stop crime by relying
on informants. Phillipe Leotard,
a French actor who starred in
Roger Adrieux's La Pen re Strene
as a mechanic, here is cast as a
man considered a pimp under
French law because he lives with
a prostitute. The police get him
to be an informant because of his
association with a famous crimi
nal underworld leader responsible
for crime and drug trafficking in
Paris.
The characters in this contem
porary classic of the noir cinema
are grim and realistic. Leotard
does a brilliant acting job in this
mysteriously violent, actionpacked commentary on the dark
side of Paris. The other characters,
drug dealers, pimps, prostitutes
and cops are also very well
portrayed.
The direction by Bob Swaim is
very objective, like a photojournalist's viewpoint. Fie doesn't
make -anyone look particularly
evil, but shows the ups and downs
of a particular society.
Among the cast are Nathalie
Baye as a well paid prostitute,
Maurice Ronet as the underworld
leader, and Richard Berry as a
snot-nosed heroin dealer. The
casting of the cops is also very
good.
In one of the film's best scenes,
there is a shoot-out in a trafficfilled Paris street. Many of the

observers are wounded and killed.
One police officer gets shot in the
heart, but lives because the bullet
went into his Walkman tape play
er, which he had conveniently
placed in his upper left shirt
pocket. "I wonder if the force
will reimburse me?" he asks his
fellow officers at the scene of the
crime.
La Balance is about the desensitization of humans against vio
lence. In one scene a homicide
officer scrumptuously chews his
bubble gum at the scene of a
grisly gunshot murder. Director
Swain seems more interested in
little details like this than in the
intricate plot maneuvers he has
written into the film. Besides
writing and directing the movie,
Swaim has added an introductory
commentary on the violence in
Paris.

While researching his idea for
the script, Swaim spent a lot of
time in Paris studying the various
criminal elements. He was in con
tact with the police, the under
world, and whores and pimps. "I
was struck by the difference
between the whores and pimps of
the movies, and those in real
life," he once said in an interview.
His film, as he has put it, is
"...simply a reflection of a certain
reality."
La Balance, which was a huge
commercial success in France, is
getting limited distribution in
America, but viewers will be able
to see it at the Cove Cinema in La
Jolla where it begins tomorrow
for a few weeks.

Ball at the Del
By Sheri Hirsch
Hey guys and gals it's only one
week now to the long awaited
Spring Balls so grab some unsus
pecting lust and run for a bid.
There's now only 150 left.
On March 31st you will have
the opportunity to witness an
incredible array of entertainment
plus a mouth watering repast to
satisfy even the pickiest connisseur. The ball will be held at the
lavish Hotel Del Coronado. The
dress is formal but semi formal
attire is permissible.
Cocktails will commence at
6:30 p.m. with dinner directly
following at 7:30 p.m. The menus
will consist of a fresh fruit salad,
mixed green salad, roasted Tom
Turkey with mouthwatering wal
nut dressing, gravy, candied yams,
buttered green beans, French rolls
with butter. The dessert will in
clude apple strudel, as well as
coffee, tea or milk.
Four soft drink stations will be
available throughout the evening
as well as two very large bars for
intense alcoholic consumption.

Minors are advised to beware as
the hotel has added an increased
security force to carefully remove
all violators. Please don't even
consider smuggling bottles in.
The bands are simply spectac
ular. The Mar Dels will open the
evening with a choice selection of
50's and 60's music which has
popularized this San Diego
Group. The Mar Dels will play
for one hour and 15 minutes and
will be directly followed by those
killer Jack Mack and the Heart
Attacks. This band's performance
is the reason for the increased
inflation in bid prices but they
promise to be a real treat.
The Perfect Penguin (next to
Sports Arena) has offered a dis
count for those desiring Tuxe
does. The discount of $7.50 is
provided for all USD students.
Varden studios has offered their
service of photography for the
gala celebration.
The bids are $40 per couple
but promises to be a price well
worth digging into your pockets
for.

Album Review

Is Alcatrazz the Answer?
by Arian Collins
Alcatrazz is Rocshire Records'
big gamble. Except for brief suc
cess with Tony Carey's solo
album, the independent label's
acts have had little impact on the
market. Alcatrazz, however, may
be the answer to Rocshire's prob
lem.
The group consists of Graham
Bonnet, lead vocals; Yngwie
Malmsteen, guitars; Jimmy
Waldo, keyboards; Gary Shea,
bass; and Jan Uvena, drums.
Bonnet is probably the best
known of the members for his

COUNCIL TRAVEL
STUDENT AIR FARES
London
Amsterdam
Paris

FROM
$549 RT
$583 RT
$658 RT

Australia
Tokyo
Hong Kong

$599 RT
$510 RT
$615 RT

vocalist stints in the groups Rain
bow and the Michael Schenker
Group. His distinctive and
powerful voice makes Alcatrazz's
sound distinguishable from simi
lar bands.
The debut album from Alca
trazz, "No Parole from Rock 'n'
Roll," is both good and bad. Too
often the players sound as if
they're holding back a sound that
could be explosive. Only the
songs "Too Young to Die. Too
Drunk to Live" and "Starcarr
Lane" exhibit what Alcatrazz is
really capable of.
Yngwie Malmsteen is at his

best on two other tunes, however.
"Incubus," an instrumental writ
ten by Malmsteen, is structurally
complicated and the guitar notes
are delivered with lightning speed.
The solo on "Big Foot" is like
knife jabs to' a song that is other
wise too slow and cumbersome
(hence the title, perhaps!).
Graham Bonnet's vocals are
top-notch throughout and the
rest of the band plays profes
sionally. With a little more overall
drive from the band, Alcatrazz is
a contender and a powerhouse of
rock 'n' roll.
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Album Review

James Harman
Thanks Baby

The James Harman Band that performed here recently.

SEMESTER
AT SEA

WILD!
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Kappa Theta
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Talent Show
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(PKT House)
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Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and
continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major
ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.
More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are
ottered.

PLACE AND TIME
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Thursday March 29
Serra Hall #303
11:15 a.m.

Adventure
Continues

J

Bv Ed deMerlier
"Take Chicago Blues, rural
country blues, soul, RB, a little
swing, a touch of reggae sparkle,
mix it up and pour it into five
glasses and that's what we are."
Sounds like a new drink? No, it's
how Bassist Willie Jay Campbell
describes the James Harman
Band's sound on their new LP
entitled Thank You Baby.
"This album's hotter than a
two dollar pistol on a Saturday
night in Two Egg, Florida. It's
guaranteed not to rip, run, ravel
or bag at the knees for 90 days.I
think it's a 'thang' of beauty and
enjoyment for the whole family
to enjoy for years to come."
As Harman himself says of their
latest effort. How could 1 resist a
sales pitch like that?
James Harman, leader extra
ordinaire, who was born in
Anniston, Alabama, mixes his
soulful voice, Elvisesque moves
and awesome blues "Harmanica"
to produce riveting stage per
formances, which evoke emo
tion, just by looking at his facial
expressions.
But don't be deceived, Har
man is not the only member who
displays talent of this high
caliber. The other "Dangerous
Gentlemen's," as they like to be
called, include Hollywood Fats,
whose dynamic and fluid style
has been honed to a fine sharp
ness from years of playing with
blues legends like Muddy
Waters, Albert King, and John
Lee Hooker.
"Kid" Ramos, companion gui
tarist, proves to be the perfect
complement to the Harman
Sound. His searing slide guitar,
and gigantic upper body make
the young "Kid" look like he's
been locked up in the gym for
half his life with nothing but
guitars.

Bassist Willie Jay Campbell,
hailing from Detroit, gives the
band a solid rhythm that's as
sound as some of the Caddy's
that came out of that area in the
fifties.
And finally, Steven Taylor
Hodges' driving percussion an
chors the band to that stage, by
the 32 inch bass drum which car
ries the Harman Logo.
For those who ave had the
pleasure of seeing "Those Dan
gerous Gentlemens" in a night
club, or, recently here at USD's
Lark, you know the difficulty of
duplicating a live performance
with as much energy and excite
ment as the Harman Band ex
udes. However, Thank You Baby
seems to do all that and more.
"If That Ain't Love" and "A
Little Mixed Up" are both des
tined to be blues classics with
Fat's strutting his stuff on that
axe and James blowing some
thing mean on that Harp.But the
jewel of this album is, without a
doubt, "Jump My Baby," featur
ing all of the Harman members at
their best, doing it the only way
they know how, right.
One of the catchiest tunes
to come out in a long time is
"Snatchin' it back;" again, Jeff
Eyrich, the producer of this fine
work, captures a Harman classic
as if it were bootlegged at a club
performance.
The finishing blow of the
album, "Love Jungle," shows
the Kid as an accomplished
blues R&.B man at the tender
young age of 24. His powerful
guitar riffs cut and slice away as
if he were head surgeon at Generi.l Hospital.
And lucky for the Band they
have a surgeon, for as Harman
himself says: "If you can't dance
to this stuff, you better check
into a hospital."

This Week!

Complete Single
Vision Classes

From $3450

CLINT EAST\

BIFOCALS

* co^v;
^-4-

From $5450
I

PIUS

j

t
High Style
|
I Designer linn

*a.

10% Discount
on Frames & Lenses

Dr. Marvin Weitzman Optometrist^
Located East Of The Sports Arena
3350 Sports Arena Blvd . Suite G
SAN DIEGO 224 2973
Mon

3772 Mission Avenue. Suite A
OCEANSIDL 439 1196

Fri 10 6 00 Saturday 10-4:30

DATE: April 2-Mon.
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
PLACE: Manchester Aud.
ADMISSION: FREE
UNIV OF SAN DIEGO (018)
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San Diego Scene
New Faces, Old Faces.,.
Building a Community

by Emily Schell
"The United States is not my
country, and things here just are
not the same," commented Prasone Noinala, a 31 year old man
from Laos. "If refugees have to
go back, I want to. But 1 had to
come here to live," he added.
Noinala is a resident of Linda
Vista. Noted as the largest com
munity of Asian refugees in the
U.S., Linda Vista ("L.V.") is
commonly referred to as "Little
Vietnam." A closer look into
this community by way of the
people that form it brings more
understanding of uho these
people are.
The physical make-up of the
community has changed through
out the past six years when the
influx of Asians first began to
occur. Streets are lined with Vietnamese, Laos, Thai, Mung, Cam
bodian, Indo-Chinese and Korean
people. Signs and boards offer
foreign translations of data.
Numerous oriental markets and
shops have sprung up in the
Linda Vista region. The majority
of children in nearby schools
speak little fenglish.
From an outsider's point of
view, these foreigners have

"intruded on our space." This
appears to be a general attitude
amongst non-Asian residents of
the Linda Vista area. "They (the
Vietnamese) think they run Linda
Vista, it's ridiculous," stated Mil
dred Colemyer, who has lived in
Linda Vista for 30 years. Cole
myer specified the Asians in the
Fulton Street area as the ones
causing the most trouble. "I hate
to go to Safeway because they
run us over in the store. 1 think
they (the government) should
move some of the Vietnamese
out. They run Linda Vista. The
government seems to do more
tor them, too. There's a shortage
of houses because of them. The
youth jobs that we used to get for
our kids, the Vietnamese get now,
not us. And they're riding around
in brand new cars. They know
what they can get away with,"
Colemyer provided.
Jeannette Hunter, an elderly
black woman, commented,
"There's a very negative attitude
towards the Vietnamese. Most
everybody in Linda Vista feels
the same way, too.Just ask 'em."
Questions from Hunter arose,
"Why do they all have to be
here? Why can't they be moved

to other locations?"
Contrary to these attitudes, a
young Korean woman named
Judy Kim offered her perceptions,
"1 think the people are nice and
friendly and don't bother anyone.
1 don't know why other people
would complain." Kim has lived
in the U.S. for eight years since
her family moved here from
Korea when she was 12. Her

have lots of relatives near here
that we can walk over to visit." In
many interviews, these two rea
sons for coming to Linda Vista
were offered.San Diego's climate
is more similar to that found in
Vietnam, China and Laos than in
other parts of our nation.
Ha had much to say about the
American pieople he has seen,
and the culture he has entered.

Bookstore Offers
Photo Developing
These days, developing film
can become quite expensive.
Therefore, it pays to be aware of
the variety of processing options
that are available.
One easily accessible option is
the operation located in the book
store. But how does the Caifornia
Photo company compare with
other businesses? To find out, I
compared it with nearby Tru
Color Foto (located at 5305
Metreo Street, off Linda Vista).
As you can see, the prices at
Tru Color are slightly lower. Both
of these companies promise over
night developing, but only Tru
Color offers an overflight film
drop. And if you leave your film
off Mon-Ffi before9 p.m., it will
be ready by 3:00 p.m. on the
following day.
Another new service that both
of these operations provide, is
the Superphoto. Each charges

21<f, as opposed to the regular
price, for this slightly larger print.
As far as reprints are concern
ed, Tru Color's reprints are 19<f
apiece. They are slightly higher in
price, but they will be processed
in only two days as opposed to
up to ten.
California Photo offers other
services such as duplicate slides,
Internegatives, copy negatives,
and a black and white 2'x3' poster
for 13.69$. Tru Color Fotooffers
those services, as well as color
posters, which range in price from
14.95 to 38.95.
The choice is yours. You will
be saving a little more if you take
your film to Tru Color for pro
cessing, and if you want your
reprints back in a hurry, the extra
trip is worth your while. How
ever, many students just can't
pass up the convenience the
bookstore processing provides.

CALIFORNIA FH0T0
EXPOSURE
( COLOR)

12
2k

36

TRU COLOR i FOTO

ie

2k

36

DEVELOPING
CHARGE

COST PER EACH
REGULAR PRINT

121

1.49
2.09
2.79

121
12(4

(for developing and printing)
2.83$
4.57$
6.50$

PACKAGE PRICE

2.93 $
4.97 $
7.11 $

most difficult chore upon arriving
here was to master the English
language. Additional cultural dif
ferences posed adjustment prob
lems as well, but Kim has learned
to accept them as the "American
way." American food, for exam
ple, is prepared and consumed
very differently here. Also, "the
students here are more liberal,
loose, lenient. There was not
such freedom in Korea because
we had to answer to our parents
yes or no," Kim added. Particular
customs and traditions continue
to be exercised in the Kim home
though the children have taken
on more American behaviors,
causing some disagreements with
parents.
Like Kim, Dung "Yung" Ha
came to Linda Vista to be with
relatives. Ha is a 17-year-old
Chinese-Vietnamese boy who
moved here in September, 1983.
Prior to his local residency, he
lived with his family in North
Carolina. "My parents were cold
in North Carolina and they can
not live in the cold. We heard it
was warm here all year long so we
came," he explained. "We also

"Americans are so quiet. The
neighborhood people never come
out. The people are good, but
don't want to see each other. In
Vietnam we live- too close to
gether, we have fun. Here is so
quiet and the neighbors don't
want to make friends. I don't
know who they are in here," Ha
said as he pointed to the rows of
houses that lined his hushed street
off of Tait.
One barrier that stands be
tween the Americans and the
Asians is language. 1 lie many
dialects of the many languages
spoken in Linda Vista are remote
ly different from the English
language. In addition to basic
learning difficulties, as Ha points
out, "Here, the Vietnamese speak
Vietnamese to their friends. So
it's difficult to learn English when
you always use Vietnamese. I
have better English because there
was no one in North Carolina to
speak with. Here, my cousin
speaks Vietnamese to friends and
he likes it when I speak in English
with him so he can learn."
He has insightfully surfaced
two facts of life in a large Asian
community. The cultural norm

of his people calls for a more
cohesive family and community
atmosphere. It is their way of life.
A detriment to adjustment in
American society, however,
comes when the Asians close
themselves off from Americans
by way of such things as language.
Adjustment is a necessity for
these people. Mai, a 31-year-old
Mung woman expressed her big
gest adjustment problemas as
financial ones. She moved here
three years ago with her husband
and five children after a "long
time" in a refugee camp in Laos.
"1 pay too much money to live,"
Mai stated. Her husband attends
school and the family receives
federal aid for food and expenses.
Rent for their apartment alone
costs $450 monthly. The govern
ment pays only a portion of that
amount. Food stamps help nour
ish the family although they re
ceive only $100 monthly for these
expenses.
Noinala, mentioned earlier,
emphasized the differences be
tween Laos and the U.S. as he
compared his poor country to
our rich country. "Everything is
different," hecontinued. "In Laos
you don't have to rent house.
People help each other there.
There are no problems." Present
ly, Noinala says there are few
problems. Racially, he feels the
incompatibility between Asians
and blacks. Past experiences and
stories from friends leave him
wary of blacks in Linda Vista.
As for the future, Noinala pre
fers not to think of it. He does
foresee problems, however, most
of which are financial. Noinala
works at the Tai-Laos Market
next to Safeway on Linda Vista
Road. The owners of the market
plan to relocate their store in
Santa Ana because of rising com
petition in the area. Within the
past three months, oriental mar
kets, a jewelry and repair shop
and a fabric/imported goods
store have started business in the
Thrifty/Safeway shopping mall.
Huy Ly of Cho Va Kim My
described business as "slow" with
a majority of customers being
American. As seen here, the
Asians are settling in and plant
ing roots in their new country.
The adjustments are still hard
to make and of course, there are
both Asians and non-Asians that
refuse to accept the changes.
Nevertheless, the* Asians are a
very large part of the Linda Vista
community and have become
another facet to this melting pot
we live in. The stories these
people have, share, live are tragic,
amusing, enlightening and in
formative. Looking into the
people opens another dimension
to our lives.
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Summer Job
Opportunities
Now is the time to look for that
perfect summer opportunity!
Employers are now taking appli
cations and interviewing college
students to fill summer positions.
If you are seeking summer em
ployment, visit the Student Em
ployment Center. The Center is
located inSerraHall,Room317.
Also available are immediate
openings part-time which can
develop into full time summer
positions. Be sure toapply before

ADPi
Pledges
On Monday, March 19, 1984,
the Zeta Pi chapter of Alpha
Delta Pi inducted five new
pledges. The members of the
1984 spring pledge class are:
Joellen Bechina, Anne Carey,
Kathryn Etter, Anne Foley, and
Christine Sperrazzo. Upon com
pletion of their pledgeship, the
new pledges will be initiated in
the fall.

it's too late!!
Here are some of our current
listings:
JOB 44600—Accountant. Do
daily sales journal preparation
and analysis, cash disbursement
journal entries and band recon
ciliations for an accounting firm
in downtown S.D. Must be an
Accounting major with interme
diate courses completed.Pay rate
is $4.75 an hour.
JOB #2005—Golf Course
Maintenance. Do general main
tenance at a local golf course and
tennis club. Pay rate is $4.00 an
hour.
JOB #0801—Administrative
Assistant. Do evaluations of pro
spective real estate income pro-'
perty and assist with clerical work
for a real estate investment com
pany inLajolla. Pay rate is$5.00
an hour.
JOB #1310—Hostess. Do
greeting and seating of customers
in a restaurant located on Harbor
Island. There are three positions
available. Pay rate- is $3.50 an
hour.

The Search Continues
For Second Generation USD
Students or Sacred Heart Stu
dents or Alums, is your mother
or father an alumnusfa) of USD
or of one of the Sacred Heart
Schools or Colleges throughout
the world? (See list below for
USA.) Did you attend a School
of the Sacred Heart? (See list
below for USA.)
Albany, Doane-Stuart; Boston,

Newton Country Day School;
Chicago, Sacred Heart Schools;
Detroit, Academy of the Sacred
Heart; Grand Coteau, Academy
of the Sacred Heart; Greenwich.
Convent of the Sacred Heart;
Houston, Duchesne Academy;
Lake Forest, Barat College &.
Woodlands Academy; Menlo
Park, Sacred Heart Schools;
Miami, Carrollton; New Orleans,
Rosary Academy of the Sacred

Heart; New York, Convent of the
Sacred Heart: Omaha, Duchesne
Academy of the Sacred Heart;
Princeton, Stuart Country Day
School; Purchase, Manhattanville
College; St. Charles, Academy of
the Sacred Heart; St. Louis, Maryville College 61 Villa Duchesne;
San Francisco, Schools of the
Sacred Heart; Seattle, Forest
Ridge School; Washington, D.C.,
Stone Ridge.

"TEAR OUT"
YOUR NAME

YOUR LOCAL ADDRESS

YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE NUMBER
THE SACRED HEART SCHOOL CONNECTION
CIRCLE:

self

mother

father

other
write in

DEPOSIT

i n t o box a t the cashier i n : LARK, CAMIN0 DINING HALL,

DESALES DINING HALL, DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
^ MISSION CROSSROADS

(info,

(Serra 200) or

desk)

AT WINDSOR FASHIONS WE HAVE THE BEST OF WHAT'S
NEW AND CRISP! PERFECT FOR THE FASHIONABLE
WOMAN! NOW FEATURING THE LATEST IN SWIMWEAR BY

SASSAFRAS

Windsor
FASHIONS
Fashion Valley — Upper Level
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Sigma Chi LiP
Sisters Tapped

In a traditional manner new
Lil* Sisters for Sigma Chi Alpha
were tapped last Tuesday evening
by the brothers and their present
Lil' Sigmas. The new group of
girls, totaling 22, will be learning
about the Colony and getting to
know all the members for one
semester prior to being pinned as
Lil' Sigmas. As a whole, all girls
in Sigma Chi Alpha's Little
Sigma program are very active
and an integral part of the Col
ony. Sigma Chi Alpha is pleased
to announce the following new
Spring Lil' Sisters:
Virginia Auender
Tiffany Barr
Tracy Cambre
Cecelia Carlson
Rosann Cavallaro

Kim Prlich
Susan Reese
Carol Shea
Molly Smith
Pam Tamusaitis

Security
System
By Robert Driscoll
"Beep! Beep! Beep!"
Another person caught steal
ing a book from the library. The
new security system successfully
catches those who, knowingly or
not, take a book without check
ing it out. I often wonder about
those systems; in fact, I avoid as
much as possible libraries that
use them. Quite frankly, every
time I walk through a security
system I think that my chances of
successful reproduction become
less and less possible. I can just
hear my gametes sizzling, like
bacon on the griddle, or a fly fry
ing in an electronic fly-zapper.
"Beep! Beep! Beep!"
Another gamete bites the dust.
All gametes aside, I've been
wondering about the possibilities
of getting books past the system.
Perhaps a lead-lined backpack
might do the trick. A very tall
person whose head is higher than
the system's sides could slip
small books under his or her hat.
A smoke bomb tossed in the
middle of the library might be
enough to confuse the librarians
for a few moment—just enough
time to slip out unnoticed.
A group of people might try
the old diversion method. "A"
could distract the person at the
door while "B" begins to walk
out. "C" hands "B" the books in
between the system and the front
doors, where the books cannot
be detected. If the libraria'n dis
covers the subterfuge in its oper
ation, the remaining group from
"D" to "Z" rushes in the library
and holds everyone hostage.
After releasing the non-library
personnel, the students bind and
gag the rest and burn effigies of
President Hughes until the de
mands for . ..
"Beep! Beep! Beep!"
Oh well, I suppose that's a
bit drastic, too. I guess I'll just
check my books out normally
and hope I have a few gametes left
to make babies.
But if I got a few sticks of
dynamite and strapped them
around my waist. . .

Suzy Duyn
Debbie Gonzalez
Diane Katz
Mary Rat Melvin
Jennifer fayton
Danielle Popp

Alpha Delta Pi Elects Officers

Beth Tasker
Bety Tobey
JiUURen
Susie Wilson
Kae Winrringham
Stephanie Zogob

Good Luck and Congratulations!!!

On March 5, 1984, Alpha
Delta Pi held elections for the
1984 academic year. New execu
tive officers are Rosemary Wolf,
President, Susie Wilson, Vice
President, Nancy Titcombe,

Pledge Education Vice President,
Renda Aladray, Rush Chairman,
Michelle Moore, Treasurer, Mary
Francis, Secretary, Angela
Sciacqua, Social Chairman,

Laura Scherrer, Panhellic repre
sentatives, Monica Bennett, Stan
dards Chairman, and Members
at Large, Jill U'Ren, Tricia
Todora, and Maria Todora.

flip

Perfect Penguin
TUXEDO
USD
Spring Ball
Special
Bring in this ad for

$7.50 off any tux
40 styles to choose from

223-2677
3740 Sports Arena Blvd.
NEXT TO THE SPORTS ARENA
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Letters to the Editor

Unsportly
Conduct
Continued from page 2

changes designed to exclude play
ers, perhaps what Mr. Carlson
really needs is the ability to lose
gracefully.
We would be more than happy
to give him another opportunity
to learn.
Steve Strauss, Bryan Snyder
The Two "Four Hits"
First Year, Law School

Orientation
Facts
Dear Jayne Cohen,
In regards to your Letter to the

Editor in March 15th's issue of
the Vista "Orientation Farce," I
would like to make a few com
ments. First of all, I do hope that
you read the article "Orientation
In "84" on page 8 of last week's
issue. The article, perhaps, cleared
up some of the misconceptions
you held of the Orientation selec
tion process.
Being a member of the Student
Affairs staff and also an exmember of the Orientation team
and program board, I have much
to say in defense of both groups
attacked in your letter. I would
like to insert the fact that my
employment in the Student Af
fairs office did not commence
until after my participation in the
Orientation programs. To dis

prove your false assumption that
one must "know someone in the
Office of Student Affairs" to be
selected for the tearn/board, I am
living proof of the contrary. The
selection process is not a farce,
not a popularity contest, not antiCatholic, etc. (as you claim).
Rather, it is an attempt to build a
team of students possessing quali
ties necessary to carry on the fine
tradition of Orientation as we all
knew it upon entering USD. A
few of these qualities were out
lined in Ms.Taber's forementioned article. Believe me, the selec
tion process is not an easy, nor
pleasant one for the STUDENTS
who have to make the choice.
You have a very valid point
that all of us should be ambassa

dors to USD, and an attitude like
that should be present every day
of the year, not specifically during
Orientation season. There are
various, numerous groups and
activities on campus to express
your desire to be a true ambassa
dor. Your initial interest in the
program and your noticable de
sire to represent the university in
a positive manner is commend
able. I just wish you would inves
tigate the facts a bit more closely
to discover the truths behind the
process. Those so-called "powerhungry, egotistical, inflexible and
authoritarian" people in Student
Affairs are some of the hardest
working people I've ever known,
and the students involved in the
selection process have been

The new police recruits.
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.

known to be sincere and fair in
their choices.
One more point—It would be
impractical and nearly impossible
to allow every student interested
in Orientation on the team. If we
housed, fed and made all the
necessary arrangements for a team
of 268 Orientation team mem
bers, where would we put the
freshmen and transfer students?
If you have any more com
plaints, inquiries or comments,
please feel free to talk with me at
your convenience. My only hopes
are to allow a good, fair, respect
able tradition at USD continue
with doubts and misconceptions
eliminated.
Sincerely,
Emily Schell

Classifieds
TYPING...Highest quality work
at low, reasonable rates. No job is
too large or too small. I've done
them all from letters and reports
to thesis and dissertations. 1 use
the latest in electronic equipment
for that professional look. Your
cost includes paper, cover, spell
ing, and typing accuracy. For
complete service call Joann 276-0614.

Just don't call them
when you're in trouble.

Fresh innovative salesgirls need
ed at the shop for Papa Gallo in
La Jolla. Experience necessary.
Fulltime preferred. Contact Victoria at 459-0609. 7458 Girard
Ave., La Jolla
Friends of Patricia, tired of play
ing straight? An independent sup
port group is available. Confiden
tiality is assured. For informa
tion contact G.L.U.S.D. at Box
8 3065, San Diego, CA 92138.
Typing—$1.00 per page!
Call ANIMUS TYPING
295-4713
Ask for Greg
STUDENT DISCOUNT DAY
every Wednesday. 30% off entire
purchase. Must have student ID
to qualify. Thrift Village, 7011
Linda Vista Rd„ 750 12th St.,
7875 Broadway, Lemon Grove,
300 W. Main, El Cajon.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Quick
and convenient. Only $ 1 per page.
Contact Sheri, Ext 4716 or
565-7450.

What an Institution!
"POLICE ACADEMY" A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION
STARRING STEVE GUTTENBERG • KIM CATTRALL • BUBBA SMITH • AND GEORGE GAYNES AS COMDT LASSARD
STORY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT • SCREENPLAY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT AND HUGH WILSON
MCSTMICTCD
ZZ
PRODUCED BY PAUL MASLANSKY • DIRECTED BY HUGH WILSON
A lADO COMPANY PtJASf
1
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OPENS AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE ON MARCH 23.

MODEL SEARCH — M F Fashion Model Search '84 is
coming to San Diego. Contest
open to men and women. Call or
write Fashion, P.O. Box 3715,
Beverly Hills, CA 90212. Phone
213-274-2732.
WANTED: Success-oriented, self
motivated individual to work 2-4
hours per week placing and pulling
posters on campus. Earn $500.00plus each school year. 1 -800243-6679.
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Sports

Sportstalk
Sportstalk is a weekly column written by and for the students
and faculty of USD. We welcome all editorials on any aspect in
the sports field.
Deadlines are each Monday for the following Thursday's
issue. Names must accompany each article which is subject to
editing by the Vista editors.

Brovelli's Decision:
Present or Past
by John Schlegel

All of us, at one time or
another, have felt ourselves stuck
between a rock and a hard place.
USD Head Basketball Coach Jim
Brovelli, however, seems to be
stuck between two of his favorite
soft pillows.
One would think that Brovelli's
situation is favorable, even desir
able. Well, it is. The problem is
that in choosing between USD
and USF, he has to put one of his
soft pillows aside.
At USD, Brovelli has built up
a program that was successful in
Division 11 and is succeeding in
Division I. Now the University
of San Francisco, his alma mater,
is luring Brovelli back to the Bay
Area, where he was brought up.
Either way, he will have to leave
behind something he treasures.
On Monday, Brovelli said that
he "can't comment at this point"
on his decision. It's been the
same story for the past two weeks
since the San Francisco Examiner
reported that Brovelli was a top
candidate for the USF spot.
In that time, Brovelli has had
to weigh several factors. One that
must jump out at him is his
success at USD. After compiling
a record of 92-42 in Division II,
Brovelli led the Toreros to the
WCAC championship in five
short years. Each year, USD
moved a step up the ladder in the
league.
For his efforts this season,
Brovelli was named WCAC and
District 15 Coach of the YEAR.
In other words, he was voted best
of the year not only in the confer
ence, but also in the region, which
includes coaches like Jerry Tarkanian of Nevada-Las Vegas.
In short, Brovelli has brought
USD basketball to where it is
now—atop the league both on
the court and academically. He
has constructed a program that
he could very possibly ride into
his old age with.

Toreras Feel the Competition

Netters In Close Match
by Siobhan Taber
Last Wednesday, the women's
tennis team played the University
of Oklahoma. Out of the six
singles matches, two of them
were victorious. In the number 4
singles, Carolyn Reed went three
sets with the outcome in her
favor 6-2,1-6,7-5. Also winning
her Number 6 singles match, 6-1,
6-3, was Varonia Gholston. In
the number 1 singles, Maricarmen
Casta lost 6-4,6-3, Judy Newman
lost with a score of 7-6,6-2, and
J ulie Roberts in her singles match
lost 6-4, 6-2.
Then, into the doubles, Nami
Kouzu and Judy Newman in the
number 1 doubles unfortunately
lost 6-4,7-6,6-0. Although Mari
carmen Casta and Carolyn Reed
were ahead in the number 2

In his youth, however, San
Francisco was Brovelli's home.
After being named The City play
er of the year in high school, he
attended USF, where he started
for the 1963 &. '64 NCAA
tourney teams.
USF had'a great winning tradi
tion until they dropped the bas
ketball program after the scandalridden season of 1982. Before
the academic and recruiting trou
bles, though, USF was a consis
tent NCAA tournament team,
winning the national title in '55
and '56.
Things are supposedly going to
be different when the program
returns for the 1985 season. The
athletic director has reportedly
said that USF would concentrate
by Carl Stewart
on playing and recruiting region
The men's rowing team travelally rather than nationally, like . ed to Long Beach this past week
before. The basketball budget end to battle it out with one
would, therefore, be drastically
tough L.B.S.U. team. Although
cut from what it was. USF will be
tired from getting up at 3:30 in
starting from scratch. Brovelli is
the morning and driving to Long
the type of coach they are looking Beach's Marine Stadium, both
for, considering his record of
the junior varsity and varsity
academically and athletically suc
gave Long Beach a race they
cessful teams.
won't forget.
One would hope that money
The J.V. started the regatta.
will have a small factor in the They went head to head with the
decision. Neither USD or USF experienced Long Beach team.
would release salary figures, but
Most of Long Beach's team was
no matter what happens, Brovelli composed of second year oars
will be well off.
men. WhereasL'.S.D.'s team was
A couple of soft choices, Coach comprised of basically first year
rowers. Although U.S.D. had a
Brovelli. In case you didn't see
the "Who needs USF" banner
good start, Long Beach led
with your portrait on it at the St. throughout the race to defeat the
Mary's game, the USD commun
J.V.
The varsity race was very in
ity wants to see you lead the
tense. U.S.D. was ahead for the
Toreros to more WCAC cham
first 30 strokes, but the hard
pionships and NCAA tourna
pulling Long Beach team took
ments. Meanwhile, USF is nostal
the lead by the 300 meter mark.
gically tugging at your heart
The rest of the race was playing
strings, with their great tradition
catch-up with Beach. Beach at
of excellence, which you took
one point in the race had seven
part in, looming around you. It
seats on U.S.D. (a couple of
seems your future will be depided
seconds) but the unrelenting var
on your choice between what
sity crew closed the gap with
you've built in the present and
crucial power tens.
what you can build from the past.
With 400 meters left in the
The choice is all yours, Coach.

Men's Crew Defeats
Long Beach

A Note On Dedication
by Lisa Stern

My applause to a group of very
dedicated girls whose effort is
more often than not overlooked
in the face of sports. The novice
girls crew team has, through hard
work and dedication, taken their
place alongside some of the best
novice teams at USD.
The rest of the fun is four to

doubles, 6-3, 3-3, the game was
incomplete. The third doubles
match with Varonia Gholston
and Pam Williams playing was
also incomplete. The final score
had University of Oklahoma win
ning 5-2.
The following day, theToereas
played Cal State Long Beach and
had a change of events. In the
singles matches, three out of six
were victorious. Judy Newman in
the number 2 singles won 6-4,
6-0. Carolyn Reed in the number
4 singles also won with a score of
6-4, 6-4. Pam Williams, in the
number 6 singles went 3 sets and
won 3-6, 6-2, 6-1.
Maricarmen Casta in the num
ber 1 singles lost 6-2,6-7,6-2. In
the number 3 singles, Nami Kouzu
lost 7-5, 1-6, 6-4, but did go 3

five hour workouts everyday but
Sunday; practice both in and out
of the boats; and of course the
love of pain!
According to Matt Stehly, the
assistant coach who has rowed
for USD during the last four
years, "every crew (team) is
unique," and this particular group
has come a long way since the

Fall.
Matt and head coach Kelly
Rickon are enjoying the praise of
their first victory in San Fran
cisco. After replacing one lost
oar while still moving, the A Boat
managed to pull themselves back
into the race and on to an exciting
victory. Another win topped off
the weekend.

2000 meter race, the coxswain,
Suzy Dine, made the decision to
bring the rating, that is the strokes
per minute, up in hopes of nar
rowing Beach's lead. Although in
severe oxygen debt, the varsity
closed the gap and continued on
to defeat Beach in the last few
strokes of the race. U.S.D.'s var
sity team completed the race with
a time of 6:10 with Beach a close
second with a time of 6:12.
After the race, the varsity fol
lowed rowing tradition by throw
ing the coxswain into the water.
Long Beach also followed rowing
tradition by relinquishing their
racing shirts to the varsity team.
The men's team will be travel
ing to San Pedro this coming
weekend to compete against the
University of Southern Califor
nia. Favorable results are expected
for both the J.V. and Varsitv.

sets. Varonia Gholston in the
number 5 singles lost 6-3, 6-2.
The number 1 double's with
Nami Kouzu and Judy Newman
won 6-1,6-1. Next, in the number
2 doubles were Maricarmen Casta
and Caroline Reed with an unfor
tunate loss 7-5, 6-2. In the
number 3 doubles, also with a
loss but going 3 sets were Pam
Williams and Varonia Gholston
6-4,6-1,6-4. The final score here
was very close with Cal State
Long Beach 5 and USD 4.
Judy Newman felt, "It was an
exciting match. The game came
down to third set doubles match.
We lost by 2 games, closest match
yet. It was extremely competitive
...USD played very well."
Today the Toreras will play
University of Iowa at 1:30.

IIP

NAVY NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING
Any better offers? $24,000
to $54,000 after 6 years. If
you are 19 to 26 years of
age majoring in math, chem
istry, physics or engineer
ing and would like to learn
more about this opportunity

CALL
COLLECT

(619)
293-6746
CALIFORNIA PAPERS:
Call between the hours of
8AMto 4PM, MON. thru WED.

YOU CAN LEARN BOTH!
FINALLY! A SPEED READING PROGRAM THAT CUTS YOUR
READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION OR RECALL!

FAST AND SMART ... ISN'T THAT HOW YOU WANT TO READ?

FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON
CALL FOR
APRIL SCHEDULE
BREAKTHROUGH RAPID READING

Call Days, Evenings or Weekends lor Dclailr.
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
PTOHMIAtlONM'H.lAIIMSSMM I4HI
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Sports
Club Opens Season Competition

USD Track Out of the Blocks
The USD Track Club com
peted in a quadrangular meet
against USIU, San Diego Ath
letic Association and UCSD on
Saturday, March 17 at the
UCSD campus. Despite having a
depleted team due to the flu,
and the long weekend which
sent some members home, both
the men and women made strong
showings.
Coach Jim O'Brien stated, "It's
impressive when you stop to con
sider that we are, at this point,
merely a club which meets twice
a week and are able to complete
on equal ground with other local
universities that have fully
funded intercollegiate athletic
programs."
Some of the more notable per

formances on this windy St. Pat
rick's Day included Shawn
Delaney's second place in the
1500 meter in4:09.9 and his first
place finish in the 5000 meters in
16:03.1. Shawn also contributed
to a third place showing in the
4 X 400 meter relay. Kevin Beaver
ran extremely well in sprinting to
a third place finish in both the
100 and 200 meters against some
very stiff competition from
SDAA's corps of sprinters which
include an ex-NCAA champion
named William Snoddy. Kevin
clocked 100 m in 10.71 and
200m in 22.4 and joined Tim
Smith, Francis Bennett and Den
nis Miller to grab second in the
4X 100 meter relay with a time
of 46.1. Beaver teamed up with

Softball U ps Rank
To Second Place
By Sharon Stegmuller
The USD's women's Softball
team is tied for second place in
the Southern California Softball
Conference.
The Toreros are currently
ranked third in the western re
gion and 20th in the nation for
Division 111 competition.
In Saturday's doubleheader,
the Toreros split a pair with
Loyola Marymount on USD ter
ritory. The Toreros lost the first
game 2-4, but overcame their dif
ficulties in the second game 9-3.
Last Tuesday, the softball team
swept Christ-College-Irvine un
der'the rug with a shut out in
the first game 10-0 and 19-4 in
the second.
Christine Burke made an im
pressive debut in her first colle
giate time at bat. Her homerun to

right field prompted some team
spirit as the next few innings held
five more runs for the Toreros.
Coach Kevin McGarry is op
timistic about the season's out
look. Friday, March 23, The
Toreros face Redlands on the
USD baseball field. Saturday,
however, the women will match
up against the team to beat,
LaVerne, at LaVerne at two in
the afternoon.
McGarry, entering his fifth
season as coach for the Toreros
has an extensive background in
coaching on all levels. His in
volvement extends to numerous
Bobby Sox teams and some fastpitch adult women's leagues.
Good Luck to the Women's
Softball team in their games
this week.

Gamma Phi Beta
opportunities
are HERE!
Interested women are invited to
attend the

INFORMATIONAL
March 28, 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
and

OPEN HOUSE
March 29, Noon—9 p.m. or
March 30, 9 a.m.—noon

Delaney, Smith and Bennett in
the 4 X 1600 and proved to be a
most valuable work horse.
The USD women were very
competitive and also very over
worked. Ann Wachowiak ran
three events and placed in each
for a very fine performance. She
took first in the 400 meter race
with 1:09.84, second in the 100
meters in 13.94 and third in the
800 meters. Julianne Couglin,
who had never competed in track
before this meet, managed to
place second in the 5000 meters
with a timeof 22:21. She also ran
the- 1500m, placing in a tie for
third with Evonne Ponce ofUSD.
Evonne, who is training for a
triathlon, took third in the 5000
meters as well.
Coach O'Brien is still in need of
athletes for a variety of events. If
you are interested in joining the
club, you may contact Jim at
224-8184. Otherwise, drop by
the track on Tuesday or Thurs
day between 3:30 and 5:00 p.m.

Toreros Prepare
For Season Play
By Janice Walters
With the preseason games
coming to a finale, the USD
baseball teambegins their regular
season in the S.C.A.A. confer
ence. It appears to be a challeng
ing season for the Toreros since
they will be facing two nationally
ranked teams, Cal State Fullerton
and U.C. Santa Barbara, in this
conference.
In last week's play, the Toreros
finished their five game homestand with a 2-3 record. On
Tuesday USD played theUniver
sity of Arizona Wildcats, losing
that game with a disappointing
score of 22-1. This was followed
by another loss to the Wildcats,
on Wednesday, as USD let them
get by 7-5.
Another blow was yet to come
for the Toreros as they faced the
Iona Gaels on Thursday. The
Gaels, from New Rochelle, New
York, picked up their first win of
the year by beating the Toreros

Men's Tennis
Takes Close Ones
In the past week and a half,
the men's tennis team has en
countered more than their share
of anxious moments.
During that time, the netters
have won 5 of 7 team matches,
with 5 of these matches being
determined in the final double
matches. "It's been exciting,
that's for sure," said sophomore
Jim McNamee. "I'm a nervous
wreck but the fans have en
joyed it."
All the drama started on
March 4th with a visit from
the University of Richmond. Af
ter splitting the singles, the
Toreros swept the doubles for a
6-3 victory.
An easy win followed with Cal
Lutheran, but on March 12th the
racquetmen took on a tough team
in Texas Tech. Again, the matches
were split 3-3 going into doubles.
The #3 USD team of Doug Brad
ley and Kevin Young won quickly
by scores of 6-2, 6-1; meanwhile
the other Torero teams were los
ing first sets. Not to worry
though, as Maris Luters and
partner David Desilets stormed
back to win 3-6, 6-2, 7-5 to
clinch the team win.
The following day, the netters
did battle against the Kansas Jayhawks. Again, the singles were
split, and the match was deter
mined in the doubles. This time
the Toreros showed their super
iority quickly as they won at #2
and #3 in straight sets.
With no time to relish those

win, the team met Oklahoma on
the next day, avenging last year's
loss by beating the Sconers in
another thriller. This one was
high in drama and filled with
great tennis. The Toreros lost the
first 3 singles, won the second 3
then fought tooth and nail for 2
of the 3 double wins. In the end,
Luters and Desilets won the deci
sive match by narrow scores of
2-6,7-6, 7-6.
After a day of rest, the Toreros
entertained New Mexico, who
had just upset Pepperdine, the
nation's #4 ranked team. Again,
the singles were aplit 3-3. Win
ning were McNamee, Desilets
and Young. At the onset of
doubles, it looked like the locals
had been in one battle too many
as they lost all 3 first sets. Not to
be dismayed. The team scraped
back to win each of the second
sets. Now the team match would
be decided in the final 3 sets.
Unfortunately, two of these sets
went to the Lobos.
The final match of the week
was played with the University of
South Carolina, a fine team who
has received votes for the na
tion's top 20. The Gamecocks
justified their reputation by
winning 7-2. Toreros' Jim
McNamee won his singles and
the team of Bradley and Young
won the doubles.
"I'm pleased with the team's
attitude," said Coach Ed Collins.
"They have fought hard in these
matches and it has payed off."

5-3. USD led the game 3-2 until
the 6th inning when the Gaels
tied it up. The Gaels pushed
ahead in the 8th inning by getting
two runs in. USD could not
manage more than five hits in the
game while facing five of Iona's
pitchers. With this victory for
the Iona Gaels, their record now
stands 1-7 for the preseason.
On Saturday, the Toreros
bombarded the U.C. Riverside
Highlanders by winning both
games in the doubleheader. In the
opener, eight different USD
players drove in runs, including
three by Andre Jacas. Jacas had
the key hit of the game when his
single scored two runs in the 3rd
inning. This hit drove in the tying
and go-ahead runs as Robbie
Rogers and Bill Ismay came
across the plate. This was fol
lowed by RBI's by Van Stone and
Bennett, who each had singles.
Casey Morales was the win
ning pitcher for the game, adding
a second victory to his record for
the year. His record now stands at
2-4. With this fine performance,
exhibited by Morales and the
other Toreros, USD won 11-8.
In the second game of the
doubleheader, Russ Applegate's
relief pitching was a key to the
Torero win. He pitched six score
less innings, while allowing only
four hits. To add to his sparkling
performance, Applegate struck
out seven batters and allowed
no walks.
Van Stone was instrumental in
scoring both USD runs. After
the USD shortstop tripled in the
1st inning, Eric Bennett hit a sac
rifice fly to score Van Stone.

"Toreros Day"
Declared
By John Schlegel
The USD Torero basketball
team received yet another
.honor for their accomplish
ments this week. San Diego
Mayor Roger Hedgecock pro
claimed Monday, March 19,
1984 as "USD Toreros Day"
in the city.
USD President Author
Hughes, Dean Thomas Burke,
Athletic Director Fr. Patrick
Cahill, Head Coach Jim Brovelli and senior players Mike
Whitmarsh and John Prunty
accepted the honor at City
Hall on Monday afternoon.
" I t was a tremendous
honor," said Coach Brovelli.
"We were happy to represent
ourselves as individuals and as
a team. We were proud to have
represented USD, the WCAC
and the City of San Diego in
the playoffs in Philadelphia."
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Playoffs Ahead

Perry Tabs Sure Bet
Co-Rec Softball playoffs start
this Saturday. Keeping that in
mind, the intramural department
sent one of its crack(ed?) staff
members out to interview that
Fearless Forecaster of intramural
sporting events, Perry the Prognosticator. You might find his
predictions a little surprising.
Staff: We all know that Happy
Chutzpah is a lock tor the cham
pionship, but who do you think
will finish second?
Perry: Not so fast! What makes
you think that Happy Chutz
pah is so unbeatable?
Staff: They are undefeated,
defending champs, and are cur
rently ranked #1.
Perry: How many times has a
team that you ranked #1 actually
won the championship? Besides
did you know that Happy Chut
zpah may only have four men in
the field throughout the playoffs?
Staff: Why is that?
Perry: You should pay better at
tention what is happening in
your own program. Frank Bugelli
is on the crew team and unless
Coach Hagan can talk Terry
Blanchard into coming from Los
Angeles, Happy Chutzpah will
be short handed. They will still
be tough, but I would prefer to go
with a team at full strength.
Staff: Like Creme of
the Cases?
Perry: They have a new formula
in Washington. Take the number
of times a player from Creme of
the Cases has been on a second

place team and divide by three.
This number equals the national
debt. No, Creme of the Cases is
more likely the answer to your
first question.
S t a f f : What about the
Dodgers?
Perry: They are a solid ball club
and have even won a champion
ship recently. However, in the big
games they don't have any play
ers who can even hit their own
weight. No, this year I'm going
out on a limb with my prediction.
Staff: You mean you are going
to pick the Independent Team
or Nixon's Tin Soldiers to win
it all?!
Perry: I said I was going out on a

Co Rec Softball
Playoff Preview
The Latest Lane—As of 3-18-84
Team
Happy Chutzpah
Creme of the Cases
Dodgers

Odds

Sure Bet

5-1
15-1

Independent Team
Nixon's Tin Soldiers

3-2
2-1
7-2

25-1

IM Soccer Standings
as of 3-19-84
Team Name
Absolute Authority
Heads Up
MBA
On Our Feet
Water Fowl
Learned Foot
Manchester United

Wins
3
2
2
1
1
1
0

limb, not jumping off the tree.
Actually, both these teams are
young, talented, and will prob
ably be a factor someday, but that
day will not come this season.
Staff: O.K. So who is going to
win it then?
Perry: Sure Bet has been outscoring their opponents better
than five to one and has been
playing very solid ball. They have
finally matured as a team and this
should be their year. Write that
down, I am picking Sure Bet to
walk away with the champ shirts.
Staff: Thanks for your opinion
Perry. I hope you're around to
explain what went wrong when
Happy Chutzpah takes the title.

Losses
0
1
1
1
1
2
4

Goals For
12
10
8
2
1
5
2

Goals
Against
0
2
5
2
2
11
18

Another Friday night of non-excitement
Meet the IM Midnight Bowlers at
Clairemont Bowl for
fun and frolic on the lanes!!!

Comments
Stick with a proven winner.
Know how to finish second.
Only other team to win a
championship over the last
four semesters.
Could be the sleeper.
Not this year.
Too many teams qualify for
the playoffs.

IM
Hockey
Tuesday nights were opened to
accommodate a packed floor hoc
key schedule. Results from this
Tuesday's intensive play include
a tie, forfeiture and win.
Starting the evening off. Slash
and Gash pulled out of a twopoint deficit within the past two
minutes of play to tie Red Army
4-4. A heated match, no doubt!
The women's league stepped
onto the court next. Just To Score
faced off against Puck Ups and
took an early lead in the first
period. Amy Rader's Puck Ups
put up a strong defense, but
recognized a need for offensive
measures to win the game. Unfor
tunately, it came to little and too
late. Just To Score won 12-4.
In men's play^The Puck-Ups
forfeited their game handing the
win to Sigma Chi Alpha. -

Court Scores

I hate basketball, especially
when the underdog loses. It's not
that I bet any money on this
week's IM games, but it just
seems unfair that the little guy
keeps losing. The best example I
can think of is last week's game
between Thursday Night at the
Spigot and Steel Pulse. Talk
about little guy, the Pulse looked
like the Pigmy national team
against the Spigot team. With
Steve Rocha (6'8") playing for
the Spigot, the Pulse needed
pole vaults to score. The first half
of play saw the Pulse hold their
own by keeping the score close
43 to 38. In the second half,
Rocha's height and skill domi
nated play. Final result 78 to 65
Spigot. The Pulse's speed and
shooting kept them in the game
against a team with the best skill,
height, and overall talent.

In other A league play the
Hawks finally won a game by a
score of 52 to 44 over Old Style.
Mike Minney dominated the scor
ing with 16 points for the night.
Brogans Heroes definitely must
be the new name for the old
Hogan's Heroes TV. series. This
team not only got bombed 60 to
44, but they lost a player who
thought the referee was Colonel
Klink and tried to tell him how to

run his camp. Sorry Bob, two
weeks on bread and water.
There was only one game in
the A-l league as both Sigma Pi I
and Sigma Pi II forgot to show
up. Rumor has it Sigma Pi was
voting on a new General Man
ager. In the only game, Real Men
of USD defeated Kern State by
a score of 63 to 43. This was
definitely a division 1 team play
ing a division III team.
Return of Dah has pulled of
the biggest break in tradition
since babies stopped eating
Melba Toast. Who could believe
that Dah could score 43 points
and hold their opponents to only
25 points. I think the answer is in
the name of the other team
Drink and Sink. After this
game the IM department had
decided to begin a chapter of AA
on campus.
In other noteworthy news:
Who has ever heard of a duck
defeating a rebel? 1 guess that
happens when you lose your
cause. Score: Ducks II 57,
Rebels With a Cause 56. Talk
about the hare and the tortoise.
Dr. O and the Interns
performed surgery on Con
stant Acceleration by defeating
them 57 to 47. It looks as if
O'Connel may have at last found
a winning team.

